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THE STORY OF A LUMP OF COAL

By Old King-Col- e.

CHAPTER I.
Which takes the reader back a

Few Million Years
Now, Mary and Harry, listen

and I will tell you the story of a
lump of coal. But first let me ex-

plain that In very earljj days
"coal" was spelt "Cole and was
applied to any substance used as
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fuel. Wood was known as "cole"
and charred wood, as charred
cole, now called charcoal. Later
the people stopped calling wood
"cole" andchanging the spelling
to "coal," applied it to coal alone.
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rays of a prehistoric sun hidden
in the earth for all" these milh'ons
of years, -

Going back 'to the time when
animal life had not yet arrived
even at the "fish age" and long
before old Father Adam ap-

peared, the earth had what the
scientific people call the carbon-
iferous era, or the age of toal
"plants Then giant ferns growing
as big as our tallest trees, nfosses
fifty feet long, and other plans,
grew in a warm, moist climate,
such as is unknown this day. Year
after year,V century aftier century,
leaves and seed, branches and
trunks lived and died! falling to
the ground, where they lay in a
taiigld mass bf vegetation many;
feet deep. "

Then some awful disturbance
came and those, monstec- - forests .
were covered"with water.

For other centuries th,e water
remained there. Clay and sand
carried. ;by numerous streams
were deposited upon the-- bottom,
gradually filled in oyer the forests
until even the biggest trees were
covered. Then another upheaval
of the earth's surface left the spot.
blow whichhad once stood mag-
nificent forests high and dry, but
burried under many feet of clay
and sand.

Then again passed long centur
ies, qi which man today .knows

Poets have said that coal is nothing. Tiny seers were carried
stora'd sunshine the warming j by water and wind to this barrel
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